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To reach the global aspiration of 17 ambitious SDGs, local realities must be integrated.

Often, models are developed based on quantitative statistical data sources from

databases on environmental indicators or economics to assess how a given SDG can

be achieved. This process however removes the local realities from the equation. How

can you best include stakeholders in this mathematical modelling processes distanced

from their local realities, though, and ensure higher probability of future compliance with

top-down global decisions that may have local consequences once implemented?When

researching stakeholder involvement and their ability to form public policy, their opinions

often get reported as a single assessment, like counting the fish in the ocean once and

stating that as a permanent result. Too seldom do stakeholders get invited back and

given the opportunity to validate results and allow researchers to adjust their models

based on on-the-ground validation or change requests. We tested the full integration of

stakeholders in the modelling process of environmental topics in six different case areas

across Europe, with each area holding six sectoral and one inter-sectoral workshops.

In these workshops, the scope of the issues relevant to the stakeholders was driven

by first the sectoral priorities of the given sector, followed by a merging of issues. In this

process, we were able to identify what the commonalities between different sectors were

and where synergies lay in terms of governance paths. These results were then returned

to the stakeholders in a mixed session where they were able to come with feedback

and advice on the results researchers presented, so that the models reflected more

closely the perceptions of the regional actors. We present these methods and reflect

on the challenges and opportunities of using this deep-integration method to integrate

qualitative data from stakeholder inclusion in a quantitative model.

Keywords: sustainable development goals–SDG, stakeholder, conceptual modeling approach, workshops,

compliance, qualitative study
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INTRODUCTION

In 2015, the United Nations General Assembly formulated
the 17 sustainable development goals (SDGs) under the
2030 Agenda for Sustainable Development (Kamau et al.,
2018). Global aspirations, however, must inevitably meet
the realities of stakeholders and policy makers charged
with implementing global aspirations. The inclusion of
stakeholders and “information gatekeepers1” from the start of
any implementation phase is as such arguably critical to achieve
the SDGs. The benefits of including the priorities of local agents
in a bottom-up approach to governance are multiple. First, by
ensuring that local voices are heard, knowledge is exploited,
and the process is perceived as more transparent, giving users
ownership in decisions that are taken. Local interaction among
stakeholders also has an important impact with respect to
information sharing and comprehension in decision making
(Reed, 2008; De Vente et al., 2016). It promotes, for example,
co-creation of knowledge and social learning, including the
spread of common understandings of concepts, such as targets
and indicators and what this really means on the ground. It
also discusses approaches to reaching goals, discussions around
the specificities of the sustainability goal in question, as well
as challenges and solutions (Smith, 1980; Clark, 1994; Estellie
Smith, 1995; Bruckmeier and Höj Larsen, 2008; Leys and
Vanclay, 2011). Combined, this can create increased legitimacy
and encourage long-term compliance with resultant legislations
(Sun, 2017; Coleman et al., 2019).

This development of a broad epistemic community
or “community of shared knowledge” (Haas, 1989) that
encompasses the key shareholders in a given issue-and
geographical area, is key to achieving global aspirations such as
the SDGs. Stakeholder integration methods, practices and ideals
vary greatly though (Mielke et al., 2017). We argue that the use
of an overarching methodology for monitoring a given global
challenge at the local level can be beneficial. Generally speaking,
developing methods for facilitating comparative analysis
between different countries, local communities and socio-
economic regions is important to observing the proceedings
toward reaching a global goal–made possible when epistemic
communities are activated (Herrera, 2019). Ensuring results
are comparable demands an adaptive methodological solution
within the context of deep integration of stakeholders and
close collaboration of researchers across disciplinary boundaries
though. In the context of this article, these interfaces are between
coastal and rural areas, mathematical modeling and qualitative
perception workshops, and data driven by climatic as well as
non-climatic stressors (Cottrell et al., 2018).

In this article, we investigate the interface between qualitative
narratives and mathematical modeling to develop a holistic

1Gatekeepers are “. . . individuals and groups who collect information regarding

the organizations’ surroundings, filter it, translate it into the organizations’

language and distribute it for use within the organization.” The term was first

coined by Lewin (1943), and he described it as a metaphorical entrance to a tunnel,

via a gate, where the traffic within is controlled by said Gatekeeper, who determines

the distribution of information that travels through to reach its destination, Lewin

(1943) and Bouhnik and Giat (2015).

decision-making support tool. We offer results from a process
of performing this kind of cross-sectoral, transdisciplinary and
socio-political comparative analysis. Our analysis was driven by a
demand from decision makers for predictive tools and evidence-
based analysis of the impacts and effectiveness of management
alternatives that can address socio-ecological variables. We
therefore developed an inter-and transdisciplinary2 multi-
methodological approach of taking qualitative narratives from
participatory stakeholder workshops and transforming these into
causal loop diagrams and systems for decision support. This is
an approach that allows us to address a number of governance
questions from global to local and back again, and requires
the mix of inter-and intra-disciplinary methods, with a deep
integration of representatives from epistemic communities and
industry sectors in the given case areas (Brannen, 2005; Elliott,
2005; Kelle, 2006). It’s a methodological innovation in that it not
only combines qualitative and quantitative methods, but that it
does so comparatively–testing it out in six different locations
in Europe with diverse inter-and intra-socio-geographical and
cultural contexts as well as issue areas, while demonstrating that
the method can adapt to different situations while still keeping a
comparative element.

We did this within the context of assessing land-sea
interactions under different climatic and anthropogenic stressors
in six case areas across Europe (Belgium, Greece, Sweden,
Romania, Spain and France)3. We studied discourse and
narratives from 36 sectorial participatory workshop discussions
(six in each case area). We then developed conceptual maps
from each sector and merged these into combined inter-
sectoral causal loop diagrams, capturing the system feedback
structures across the sectors. These were then brought back to the
stakeholders for feedback and validation in a combined iterative
multi-sector workshop. Data from these exercises allowed us
to better understand how participants perceive their individual
and group roles. It also offered insights into their attitudes,
beliefs, and knowledge. This methodological approach may
subsequently be one of the methods in the toolbox that can
help researchers approach and involve actors in research where
results are important for a given decision-making process.
Such involvement can ensure more stakeholder legitimacy with
the political process, and within the context of this article,
results can be translated toward policy advice toward reaching
the global aspirations of multiple of the global sustainable
development goals.

BLUE-GREEN AND COASTAL-RURAL
INTERACTIONS–FROM GLOBAL TO
LOCAL

Current solutions for achieving stakeholder integration are in
many cases based on working with them in parallel sectors–both

2For more in-depth reading on the three most common definitions of integrated

studies—multi-, inter-and trans-disciplinary definitions–specifically in the field of

sustainability, we recommend reading for example Stock and Burton (2011).
3This study was conducted as part of the Horizon 2020 project COASTAL—

https://h2020-coastal.eu/.
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in terms of aquatic and terrestrial systems. Human beings are
however affected by externalities caused by interactions across
multiple sectors and ecosystems (Langhans et al., 2019). These
interactions affect the lives of people across regions. Globally for
example, the rural population has declined as a percentage of
the total population from 66% in 1960 to 44.7% in 2018 (The
World Bank, 2018). This is even lower in the EU, where the
rural areas are home of only 29.1% of the population (Eurostat,
2018). Rural development in the EU faces highly dynamic
challenges including global competition, decreasing population
densities, lack of employment, aging farmmanagers and difficulty
in taking over farms, desertification, land abandonment, and
climate change. These significant challenges were also addressed
by the EU Strategic Guidelines for Rural Development (European
Commission, 2006). The aim of these guidelines was to improve
the competitiveness of the green sector–such as agriculture
and forestry–taking into consideration the natural environment,
quality of life while simultaneously ensuring a diversity of the
rural economy.

At the same time, the coastal areas have had opposite
experiences compared to the rural areas, both globally and in
the EU. In the former, 2.4 billion people live within 100 km (60
miles) from the coast (United Nations, 2017). In the EU, nearly
half the population lives within only 50 km of the sea. In fact,
in 2001, near 15% of the entire EU population lived within half
a km from the coast—demonstrating the importance of the blue
economy, which employed 4 million people and had a recorded
profit of 74.3 billion Euro in 2017 (European Environment
Agency, 2016; European Commission, 2019b). The blue economy
could potentially contribute to rural development by providing
ecosystem goods and services and business opportunities to these
areas though. However, blue growth itself also affects coastal
ecosystems negatively. This puts them under increasing pressure
from a number of industries, including fisheries, aquaculture,
energy production, tourism, and shipping. Coastal ecosystems
are similarly under pressure from land-based human activities,
such as forestry, agriculture and agro-industries. For instance,
the current, mainstream agro-environmental policies have failed
to effectively lower the nutrient loads below target values
from economic activities in rural areas to coastal ecosystems.
Consequently, the attainment of good water status defined by
the 2015 target laid down in the European Water Framework
Directive (WFD) has had to be postponed to 2021, or even
2027 for many watercourses (European Commission, 2019a).
Integrated and long-term approaches, as laid out in the EU
Common Agricultural Policy, EU Marine Framework Directive
and EU Green Deal, and through SDG 14.1 are therefore needed
to be implemented at the local scale (United Nations, 2015) to
have upstream efficacy at a governance level (Martínez-López
et al., 2019a).

Existing research and policy primarily address issues from
either a coastal-or rural-based perspectives in isolation, though.
This makes it ill-adapted to support effective land-sea integration
at the local, regional and macro-regional scale and achieving
the related SDGs at the global level. User-friendly instruments
for identifying and analyzing challenges and opportunities from
an integrated perspective are scarce. It is therefore also difficult

to derive effective policy recommendations that are grounded
locally from a multi-sectoral perspective. To be effective and
accepted, tools for business and policy support need to be based
on a participatory, multi-actor approaches. Within the current
context, it also needs to include both rural and coastal sectors as
well. This will allow us to enhance and exploit co-creation and
take into account the different levels of governance and systemic
transitions. It will also ensure that the method is sufficiently
flexible for adaptations (Martínez-López et al., 2019b), which is
important when comparing perceptions for policy advice across
social and geographical aspects of human activities.

DESCRIPTION OF METHODS

Considering this, the following article presents an example of
an adaptive multi-sector implementation of a mix of qualitative
and quantitative methodologies. These have allowed us to
combine local and scientific knowledge in a collaborative mental
mapping framework. We present strengths and weaknesses of
the mix of methods and compare results among case studies.
The methodology takes into consideration the impacts of
decision-making choices and feedback mechanisms on coastal
and rural development. It does so by enabling us to interpret
participatory conceptual maps and identify problems, to develop
practical and robust business road maps and strategic policy
recommendations. These are in turn aimed at improving
sustainable development and ensure allow implementation
grounded in realistic local goals.

Combining Tools
The process of using a mix of qualitative and quantitative
methods to obtain some holistic result is not unproblematic,
but it’s also no longer unusual and is now an accepted
methodological approach. Focusing on creating outcomes
that are more generalizable from qualitative approaches can
deepen our understanding. It is also very suitable when results
need to be useful for interventions and policies (Strijker et al.,
2020), as in the case of the current study. We understood
that results from approaching social phenomenon around
coastal-rural interactions when using both qualitative and
quantitative approaches in combination could give us findings
that for example: (1) corroborated one other; (2) elaborated
on one another, with for example the narratives exemplifying
results from the modeling process; (3) complemented each
other, in terms of being different but in combination
could give more insight into the research question; or (4)
contradict one other, with for example stakeholders and
expert workshop results conflicting with that of the models
(Morgan, 1998; Brannen, 2005).

We prepared for these challenges and potential outcomes
while planning for the workshops, among others with building
in several steps into the method. These included validation of
results from the workshops by smaller inter-sectoral groups.
These groups were to consider the interpretations of the research
group in the case areas after the initial conceptual modeling
exercises. For the workshops, we first used the “Systems Thinking”
method (Senge, 1990; Forrester, 1994; Sterman, 2000). System
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thinking uses a stepwise problem-solving approach that allows
researchers and practitioners to understand problems from the
underlying system feedback structure. This is done by eliciting
this information interactively from stakeholders who live and
work in the given system, such as fisheries or olive oil industry
for example. Systems thinking and systems dynamics exploit
transparent, graphical tools that can be used in live sessions
to explore real world problems and discuss solutions and
obstacles. This process takes the form of group identification of
components and processes the participants consider essential.
In this case, we focused on the functioning of their given land-
sea “system.” The aim of the research and the stakeholder
interactions was to develop an actor-driven representation of
this system. These models are graphical visualizations of a basic
construct of the system feedback structure, and rely on both
qualitative and subjective interpretations of the results from the
workshops (Bredehoeft, 2005).

In this study, the conceptual model consisted of components
or variables with key relationships between them. These
highlighted how the given stakeholders perceived their
system, in different socio-geographical regions, including
transition pathways toward a desired future state of the system.
Understanding the role of system feedback is important for
understanding the response of the system to different pressures
or management actions, since these can lead to unexpected
and counter-intuitive results (Sterman, 2000). The purpose of a
conceptual model is two-fold. We can either use it as a research
tool for further exploration and quantitative modeling, or as a
management tool for consensus building amongst stakeholders.
In either case, we can explore future scenarios and actions at
local, regional or global levels of governance (Flood, 2010; BeLue
et al., 2012). These conceptual models are also known as “concept
networks” or “concepts maps” (Axelrod, 2015).

For the purposes of this study, we planned six sectoral
workshops in six case areas. The aim of these workshops
was to include policy makers, business entrepreneurs, sector
representatives, and domain experts to participate in exploring
the relevant land-sea interactions from a coastal or rural
perspective in each case area. They were encouraged to consider
the motivations and barriers for collaboration between regions
as well as sectors within their region. They were also asked to
consider both positive and negative externalities. We engaged
them in an open discussion, using the conceptualizationmethods
from systems thinking. In this process, we identified the main
issues, opportunities, obstacles for sustainable development and
inter-sectoral synergies in the context of land-sea interaction.
To do this, however, and to ensure cross country and sectoral
comparison, there was a need for methodological coherence.
We therefore started the process by facilitating a workshop with
experts from all the six case areas themselves to establish initial
drivers of the mental modeling exercise in a flexible and unbiased
manner. This method of developing the drivers has been used in
a number of studies previously (Tiller et al., 2013, 2016; Salgado
et al., 2015; Tiller and Richards, 2015, 2018).

The final list of drivers decided upon by the experts was
the following:

1. Water;
2. Human Consumption Pattern;
3. Regulation/Policy;
4. Temperature;
5. Human Migration;
6. Pollution; and
7. Infrastructure.

Water was related to both quality and quantity, saline and fresh
according to the experts at this initial workshop—and affected all
stakeholders, from urban dwellers to farmers and fishers across
case areas.Human consumption patternwas another driver that
was considered important, though there were some discussions
around the semantics around it. The emphasis was on how the
middle class is growing globally, and as such, the demand for
more products is increasing as well. Some of the experts felt that
the word “Lifestyle” would encompass more, as it would bring in
connotations of millennials, smartphones, urbanization, organic
food etc. that all are results of changes in human consumption
patterns, and simultaneously influence many stakeholder groups.
Regulations and policy are natural drivers in any system and
there was not much discussion around it. Temperature was
another given, though some of the case area experts argued for
“climate change” as a variable instead. Human migration was
chosen since this is an era in which we see a large movement of
people and a lot of challenges associated with this. With human
migration, we did not consider only immigration from other
nations, but also migration within a nation, often from urban or
rural to coastal areas. Pollution was included as well, since many
sectors struggle with this, both in terms of being affected by it and
being made responsible for it—and as such it was considered an
important topic to bring up. Finally, infrastructure was the last
driver we considered important enough to reach the “top level” in
our mind maps. This also includes a lot, including roads, public
transport, airports, internet, canals etc.

Conceptual/Mental Mapping Using VenSim®

The aim of the drivers decided upon in the initial workshop
was to use them as conversations starters in participatory
workshops where the development of mental models of different
stakeholder groups would take place (Figure 1). Several user-
friendly software platforms are available for the design, testing
and application of these models (Sterman, 2000). Examples
are Stella R©, VenSim R©, PowerSim R©, ExtendSim R©. We decided
to use VenSim R© for the mental mapping and modeling4.
This was because of its user-friendliness, and the free license
provided. The standard version used is VenSim PLE (Personal
Learning Edition), which has the features needed for the mental
mapping activities and the SD modeling (Kok and Viaene,
2018). In addition, its functionalities allowed for plug-and-play
construction of mental maps by adding variables, issues and the
linkages between them.

4A freeware version of VenSim R© is available online (https://vensim.com/free-

download/).
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FIGURE 1 | Graphical presentation of the entire stakeholder driven process. This article presents the methodology for the first three parts of the project, which lay the

groundwork for possible continuations toward more quantitative models of the work presented here. We had six case areas with six sectoral workshops in each.

Stakeholder Selection
We selected the groups of stakeholders for the workshops in each
of the six case areas using the snowball method (Biernacki and

Waldorf, 1981). Participatory approaches support stakeholder
involvement, through which stakeholders can exchange their
share experiences, learn about other perspectives. These
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approaches also lets stakeholders examine their perceptions
to better understand the behavior of the system (Sterman,
2000). We used this approach because the quality of the results
sampled from this group would outweigh the relatively small
number of informants the method usually produces, which
is often the case in qualitative research studies. In the case of
stakeholder workshops, experience had shown us that larger
groups can sometimes be ineffective and not provide the detailed
and contextual information desired by the researcher. For the
purposes of the current study, we therefore considered fifteen
participants to be the maximum of what would provide a
holistic narrative where all participants were provided ample
opportunities to share their perceptions, while allowing for
adaptations when necessary. The sample size can be as small as
one or two as well, if this participant has information which is
of critical value for the given sector and advances the research
toward a specific goal (Sandelowski, 1995).

From a natural science and engineering perspective, n ≤

15 participants may seem like a small number of observations.
However, samples in qualitative research tend to be smaller
than one would expect in the more numerical sciences. This
smaller sample aids in supporting the depth of problem driven
analysis that is fundamental to the mode of inquiry we use
in this study. The samples were also purposive in that they
were selected by virtue of the respondent’s capacity to provide
richly textured information, relevant to the phenomenon under
investigation. As such, this purposive sampling (as opposed to
probability sampling that is customarily employed in quantitative
research) selects “information-rich” cases or respondents. The
more useful the data sampled from each of the participant
during these sessions, the fewer respondents are needed. In
fact, research has shown that after 20 responses, there is
seldom any new information to be gained that is analytically
relevant in workshops (Green and Thorogood, 2018). The table
below (Table 1) specifies how many in total participated in the
workshops (rural and coastal each had three workshops).

Sectoral Divided Workshops
For the first round of workshops, the stakeholders were
deliberately divided into the traditional sectors and territories,
with three rural and three coastal workshops in each specific
case area. The intention was to avoid unnecessary conflicting
discussion in this first phase of the project. The facilitator
started the group model building experience by presenting
pertinent background information about the project and the
project aims (Impson, 2011), and informing them of General
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) related to the collection and
handling of personal data. The participants were informed that
the session would be recorded for purposes of narrative analysis
after the workshop and it would be deleted after transcription.
After the introduction, each facilitator in each case area asked
the stakeholders to consider, from a sectoral perspective, their
perceptions on challenges and opportunities around areas of
interaction between different sectors in rural and coastal areas.
The system conceptualization process was initiated by presenting
the participants with the seven predetermined drivers. The
facilitator explained that the drivers were variables that could

influence other variables, though not always vice versa. They
were also described as having multiple “states” or “settings”—for
example if the variable is “the color of a boat” then potential states
could be red, blue, green etc. The drivers list was purposefully not
exhaustive, and the facilitator emphasized that the stakeholders
could change them if they did not consider them relevant. They
were only to be considered as conversation starters. This ability
to change or modify the drivers speaks of the flexibility of
this method, since it allows the inclusion of additional drivers
through facilitating direct group input or redirection of the
discussion when deemed necessary.

The drivers were either be posted on the board with colored
“sticky” notes or written on the board directly. The stakeholders
were then encouraged to identify the causal interrelationships
and connections between these variables in the form of
directional associations. This could for example be connections
that highlighted that water quality in the olive oil industry
(variable “A”) was affected by the number of tourists in the area
because of pollution (variable “B”). It could also for example
be that the amount of fish that an aquaculture company was
allowed to have in a pen (variable “C”) directly affected the
areas available for fisheries (variable “D”). The result of this
stepwise identification of variables and interactions was a system
conceptualization or group mental model—or sector mind maps.
The process customarily lasted 1 to 2 h; sometimes longer if
the stakeholders were very engaged. These maps were graphical
representations of the problems, solutions and opportunities and
interconnections as perceived by the stakeholders during the
sector workshops. The models represented how this particular
group of stakeholders collectively viewed the causal pathways
between variables at that given time. The model also identified,
on closer inspection, where possible solutions and conflict points
could be located.

Narrative Analysis
After the workshops, the research team used the Vensim R©

software to visualize the results graphically in combination with
analyzing the narratives from the workshop thematically, using
the diagnostic tools. When needed, the visualization process
was coupled with a narrative analysis from the recordings taken
during the workshop. Narratives can be described as “discourses
with a clear sequential order that connect events in a meaningful
way for a definite audience and thus offer insights about the world
and/or people’s experiences of it” (Hinchman and Hinchman,
1997). To get the narratives from the transcription of the
recordings from the workshop, one options is to concoct one’s
own narrative; that of the researcher’s interpretation of what
was discussed during the workshop, rewritten from its original
form. Another option is to analyze the narratives as special
kinds of texts, in and of themselves, using conversation analysis
(Czarniawska, 2004). It is also possible to use a combination
of the two, interpreting narratives within the context of the
workshop setting, and other times treating the text literally
as it related to the output of the systems thinking analysis
from the workshop. The most important role of a narrative
is the knowledge content that can be extracted that might
be missed from the model conceptualization process alone
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as relevant element where either ignored or only considered
implicitly during the stakeholder exchange. This is in line with
Elliott’s account of narratives as being instrumental because “. . .
internal validity is . . . thought to be improved by the use of
narrative because participants are empowered to provide more
concrete and specific details about the topics discussed and to use
their own vocabulary and conceptual framework to describe life
experiences” (2005).

Inter-workshop Interpretations and Development of

Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs)
We then developed sector specific shared mental maps of the
land-sea system in the given case area. The work allowed for
further polishing, structuring and correction of the mental
map (see point 2 in Figure 1). As a first step, the research
teams condensed and simplified the initial mental maps from
the sectoral workshops and combined them into one regional
mental map of both rural and coastal stakeholders, with <70
variables in total. Though this number of variables may still
seem large, a result from the first round was that each of the
sectoral workshops had in some cases up to 100 variables. As
such, this work condensing six workshop mental maps into one
causal loop diagram was a time-consuming and intense task that
required a lot of patience, expertise, and reflection. To simplify
the mental maps and assess the volume of data to be collected,
we therefore first prepared poster size printouts of all the initial
sector workshop mental maps and put these on the wall for
the participants to discuss. This technique was employed to
obtain a visualized summary from the initial workshops, and
to easily allow an assessment of what variables were discussed
by the stakeholders, and which could be combined or discarded
(whether as extras or as “opinions” or other reasons). Each
workshop was then “restarted” by a facilitator. The case area
leaders were asked to discuss each variable on the original map,
and were encouraged to combine variables, when possible, and
come up with new ones that might better represented a set
of variables. The discussion was done in the same order the
workshops were originally conducted.

The facilitators also asked the participants who had run the
original sectoral workshops to consider data sources, or proxies
for data, for each variable they decided to be “keepers” for the
later Causal Loop Diagrams (CLDs). The facilitators then had
to identify variables that existed in already processed mental
maps. This was to ensure that they were not duplicated, but in
fact could serve as “links” between the new simplified sectoral
models, preparing for joining them all together into a joint
CLD. The aim was that each new condensed sectorial model
would not have more than 12 variables on average when they
are finished processed. While work was ongoing on boards and
printouts, simultaneously, another facilitator developed the new
Vensim representations graphically, while putting in + (plus) or
– (minus) values on the arrows from one variable to the next to
represent increasing or decreasing trends in the variables. These
were decisions taken by the case area leaders in terms of their
recollection of how it was being discussed by the stakeholders in
the first workshops. This was to be later validated (or changed)

by the stakeholders during the next round of workshops, which
were inter-sectoral.

After all the new diagrams had been developed, both on
the board and electronically, the latter were combined in the
Vensim R© software, using the shared variables as links. This
was done by cutting and pasting first model two into model
one (the new versions) with two different colors. Vensim offers
tools to identify identical variables, but we experienced that a
manual inspection was necessary. This was because of spelling
errors, or similar interpretations of variables that had different
words associated with them. At this stage, we then added the
key interactions between the sector models as well, with those
that link the variables from one to the other. Finally, the teams
obtained a full regional model (CLD) of land-sea perceptions
and interactions, where all variables ideally could be quantified
with existing data or at least through proxies thereof. Figure 2
shows an illustration of the complexities that come out of
developing models that include several sectors. The example
below is of the land-sea system obtained for the Belgian case
area, where six sector workshops were combined (agriculture,
environment, spatial planning, fisheries and aquaculture, blue
industry and tourism).

Validation of the CLDs in the Multi-Actor Labs
The case area leaders then further engaged with a representative
selection of stakeholders in a multi-actor workshop, where the
aim was to validate the CLDs. During this meeting, stakeholder
representatives from each of the initial six sectoral workshops
were invited to assess the results from not only the sectoral
workshops but also the condensation-and CLD development
session that had taken place in the meantime. This validation
process was done by first presenting the combined CLD (Figure 2
example) and illustrating to the stakeholders how a change in
one variable could affect multiple other variables in the system
in unexpected ways due to feedback mechanisms. Some multi-
actor labs used Fuzzy Cognitive Mapping (FCM) to visualize
the significance of interactions and analyze the sensitivity of the
system for policy interventions. FCMs are weighted, directed
graphs which can be used to analyze and visualize system
feedback in a semi-quantitative manner. As such this technique
finds a place between casual loop diagramming and System
Dynamics. The overall aim was to highlight the feedback
structure of the system and asking stakeholders if any important
links were missing and if the strength of relations was correctly
represented. The objective was that the stakeholders would
validate the results of the interpretations of the researchers during
the inter-workshop session where the CLDs were developed. The
number of participants and which sector they represented in each
of these workshops is given in Table 2.

DISCUSSION

The multi-actor labs described above served multiple purposes.
The first was as mentioned to validate the outcomes of the coastal
and rural sector workshops from a new, synergistic perspective.
Secondly, it was to co-produce an integrated, conceptual model–
a qualitative system model of the land-sea system at the regional
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FIGURE 2 | Illustration of how complex a CLD can be after combining six sectoral workshops. The different colors represent the different sectors.

TABLE 1 | Overview of case areas and number of stakeholders in total in the

study.

Country European sea Specific case Coastal

(3 WSs)

Rural

(3 WSs)

Greece Eastern

Mediterranean

Region

South West Messina 30 24

Belgium Southern North Sea Belgian North Sea (BNS);

coastal zone and hinterland

(Province West Flanders)

30 29

Sweden Baltic Sea Norrström 31 29

Romania Black Sea Danube’s Mouths–Black

Sea coast

36 61

France Atlantic region Charente River Basin and

Pertuis sea

24 30

Spain Western

Mediterranean

Mar Menor Coastal Lagoon 35 33

Numbers are split between coastal and rural workshops (WSs) and represent the total

over three workshops in each case.

scale of the case areas. This could then serve as the architecture
for a subsequent evidence-based quantitative system modeling
process, and formulation of business road maps and policy
guidelines5. We also wanted to identify the reinforcing and

5This can then serve as architecture for a subsequent evidence-based system

modelling process, and formulation of business road maps and policy guidelines.

balancing feedback mechanisms underlying the problems and
affecting the opportunities for improved land-sea synergy, as
reported by the stakeholders. This could then in turn allow
us to collectively define and/or validate the significance of the
land-sea interactions in the diagram. Finally, we also wanted
to challenge the stakeholders to formulate scenarios aimed
at regional sustainable development and improved land-sea
synergy, taking into consideration potential opportunities and
obstacles for implementation.

Contrary to the expectations, none of the inter-sectoral
workshops reported problems associated with workshop
dialogues when combining sectors. The project teams had
anticipated challenges when stakeholders with different and
sometimes conflicting objectives (such as agriculture and
environmental protection, or aquaculture and fisheries) were
brought together to discuss challenges and opportunities
around collaborations. Instead, open discussions were
reported by all case areas, and the participants appreciated
the use of graphical tools and systemic analyses supporting
their discussions. The actors attended these workshops to
give their opinion on a given situation and their remarks
were generally clear and simple because they understood
that their contribution could improve the progress of the
work. In some cases participants wanted to be sure the
researchers had in fact understood the issues so that the project

wouldn’t produce results that were inadequate or too far

from their concerns when it was used as recommendations
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TABLE 2 | Participants multi-actor labs and what sectors they represented in each area.

Mal 1-Greece Mal 2-Belgium Mal 3-Sweden Mal 4-France Mal 5-Romania Mal 6-Spain

19 18 18 22 24 14

Agriculture Agriculture Green growth Agriculture and agro-industry Agriculture, cross-compliance

and ecosystem

services

Agriculture

Tourism General Institutions/universities Tourism Coastal tourism Tourism

Fishing Fisheries and aquaculture Municipalities Shellfish farming, fisheries Fisheries and aquaculture Fisheries and salt pens

Local industry Blue Industry Blue growth Ports and infrastructure Blue growth-industry, transport

and administration

Local population

Administration

and local

authorities

Spatial planning Administrations/local

authorities

Public policies Rural development of Danube’s

Delta region

Administration

Institutions/NGOs Nature NGOs and ICT

organizations

Water sector Rural tourism, recreation and

others rural

activities

Environment

for policy action or business decisions by managers
or decision-makers.

As such, a general lesson from these workshops was to focus
on the practical implications of the analyses with scenarios rather
than methodological technicalities. This practical approach was
stated with reference to the presentations of the interactive
design and polishing and improvement of the merged CLDs
for the land-sea system. However, one of the concerns in
analyzing the outcomes of such a participatory and systems
thinking approach was how detailed a CLD should be to
properly reflect system behavior. Including more elements
and connections might make the conceptual representation
more realistic or instead more inert. Moreover, stakeholders
expressed a clear demand to continue getting informed on
the modeling process and to provide again their expert
opinion on the various outcomes of the modeling exercise,
i.e., policy measures, financial perspectives, and future benefits,
among others.

We did identify differences between the MALs and
interpretation of the guidelines for implementation that we
decided upon at the start of the project when the drivers were
developed. These pertain to differences in the complexity and
thematic focus of the MALs, the presentation and the level
of detail used in the diagrams, and the level of detail of the
narrative scenarios. This, however, speaks to the flexibility and
adaptability of this method and is one of its benefits. Results
showed in the end that there is considerable overlap in the issues
affecting coastal-rural interaction in the six different case-areas
(Table 3).

The general impact of the results from the workshops,
and the analysis of the policy relevant themes in the six
case areas were for example that there was great variability
in the importance of themes between regions, but some
themes are important in all countries. CAP themes,
however, are generally found important everywhere, while
the importance of marine strategic directive themes varies
between case areas.

CONCLUSION

The main challenges of the methodology we chose is in its
inherent complicated nature. It involves numerous stakeholder
groups from different and often competing sectors, which in
addition is layered with different geographical areas around
Europe also include the element of both the rural and the coastal
areas. In addition, the stakeholder integration process itself is
difficult at best. Reaching stakeholders and ensuring that there
was adequate—but not too high—attendance at the workshops
was also difficult. We used the snowball method and gatekeepers,
which helped in this endeavor. This targeted approach ensured
that rather than high numbers, we had the correct stakeholders
with the correct background and interest in the topic attending.
It did however require a lot of effort in ensuring participation.

Stakeholder fatigue was another challenge we were faced

with. Most of the stakeholders had a great interest in the topic,

and were generally approachable, and as such were invited
to attend multiple different research projects and workshops

and were susceptible to being “overused” in research projects.
Furthermore, many participants expected there to be more

immediate results that would show direct relevance to their field,
which is not always the case in research projects, where results
take time. Even after detailed briefings, there also seemed to be
a general lack of understanding of the way a research project
works and the time that is needed to move from qualitative
data collection to a good synthesis of the results and subsequent
quantitative modeling. As such, ensuring good communication
and making sure that stakeholders are continuously kept in the
loop on ongoing developments of the project and results was
determined to be critical to ensure continuous participation. This
has been solved differently in all the different case areas, and this
is also a methodological choice. It was also our perception that
keeping stakeholder engaged and interested and continuously
coming to workshops was more difficult in urban environments
than in rural ones. We speculate that this could be because of
a lack of community feeling in these areas, and therefore also
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TABLE 3 | The themes in column 1 of the table are first themes we extracted based on the deliverable itself and the workshops in the six case areas.

Belgian coastal zone Messina Baltic Charente Danube Mouth Mar Menor

Inland water quality 2 2 2 2 2 2

Fresh water availability 2 2 0 2 1 2

Rural economy reform 1 2 1 2 2 2

Funding for agriculture transition 0 2 0 1 2 1

Rural gentrification 2 0 0 2 0 2

(On land) spatial planning 2 2 2 2 1 2

Management of nature areas 0 2 0 1 2 2

Capacity building 1 2 2 0 2 1

Bureaucracy 0 2 0 1 2 2

Preserve local traditions 1 1 0 0 2 1

Tourism coordination 2 2 2 0 2 2

Tourism diversification 2 2 0 1 2 2

International cooperation 2 0 2 0 2 0

Cross-sector cooperation 2 2 2 2 2 2

Coastal water quality 1 2 2 2 2 2

Marine spatial planning 2 2 1 1 2 1

Climate change and sea defense 2 2 1 1 1 1

Aquaculture regulation 2 2 1 2 2 0

COMMON AGRICULTURE POLICY POINTS

Ensuring viable farm income 2 2 0 2 2 1

Increasing competitiveness 2 2 1 1 1 1

Farmer position in value chains 2 2 0 2 2 0

Agriculture and climate mitigation 2 2 1 2 1 0

Efficient soil management 0 2 1 1 2 2

Biodiversity and farmed landscapes 1 2 1 2 2 1

Structural change and generational re 1 2 0 1 1 0

Jobs and growth in rural areas 1 2 1 2 2 2

Health, food and antimicrobial resistance 0 2 1 1 1 0

Simplifying the CAP 0 2 1 0 0 0

MARINE STRATEGIC FRAMEWORK DIRECTIVE DESCRIPTORS

Biological diversity 2 1 0 2 2 2

Non-indigenous species 1 1 0 1 1 1

Commercially exploited fish and shellfish 2 2 0 1 2 2

Marine food webs 1 0 0 1 0 1

Eutrophication 1 1 2 1 2 2

Sea-floor integrity 2 2 0 1 1 0

Hydrographical conditions 0 0 0 1 1 2

Contaminants 0 2 2 2 1 2

Contaminants in fish and other seafood 0 1 0 2 2 2

Marine litter 2 2 0 1 1 2

Underwater noise and other forms of pollution 1 0 0 0 0 1

Then we related these to the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) and the Marine Strategic Framework Directive (MSFD) and added weights of importance to these as well.

Stakeholder assessment of important of an issue: 0, If it was not mentioned during the stakeholder workshops; 1, If it was mentioned during stakeholder workshops, but not an important

issue; 2, If they found that it was an important issue during the stakeholder workshops.

a lack in interest in other sectors. We also hypothesize that it
could be because of the larger number of planning and decision-
making project that are inherent to such urban areas (compared
to rural), which make participants more critical to new initiatives
and therefore also more in demand. This is however something
that should be considered in future work using this methodology.

This returns us to the discussions of how different methods
in the same study come together in the end—in terms of

whether they corroborate, elaborate, complement, or contradict
each other. So far in the process, they have complemented each
other in that the workshops have provided more depth and new
insights into traditional modeling and allowed for the inclusion
of new variables, interactions, data, and considerations that were
not expected before the start of the study. Invariably, however,
some issues may become contradictory in that workshop mind
maps sometimes reflect wishes and perceptions rather than facts.
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In addition, we need to acknowledge the challenge of granularity.
Participants sometimes tend to lose track of the big picture and
add more detail to parts of the model they know best and have
a personal interest in—when more depth and new sights are no
longer practical for the modeling purposes. This was especially
the case for people representing particular interest, who always
kept emphasizing their particular interest (which is often a very
small issue that doesn’t really influence the big picture/system).
Finding an equilibrium between on the one hand trying to
keep the interest of stakeholders and focusing on their specific
problems—and on the other hand keeping a focus on the holistic
system and intersectoral interactions is very difficult.

This study has allowed us, though, to start the participatory
modeling of key scenarios for modeling purposed, developed
by the stakeholders themselves and agreed upon across coastal-
rural areas in Europe. This can be applied to assess the effect
of different management practices on several socio-ecological
indicators and ensure the deep integration of stakeholders for
increased legitimacy and compliance with resultant policy action
plans and regulations. The challenge for the workshops is now to
convert the outcomes of the multi-actor analyses evidence based
CLD into quantitative models using system dynamics, while
keeping in consideration the priorities of the stakeholders and
conclusions of the multi-actor workshops—and avoiding more
details while still retaining stakeholder interest.
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